Striving for Excellence

DAWSON ELEMENTARY

The Dog’s Ear


School starts at 7:50
a.m. Any student that
comes in the building
after that time is
considered tardy.



Just a reminder fill in
all paperwork that is
sent home front and
back. It is very
important.



Make sure anytime
there is a change in
your phone number,
address, or contacts
you notify the office
asap; we must be able
to get in touch with
you in case of
emergency.



Please make sure your
child comes to school
prepared; has all
necessary items for
class, paper, pencils,
etc.



Check out the 20142015 Discipline Plan
for Reward Days

August—September 2014

DRESS CODE Reminder
Just a reminder of the
dress code is located in
the Dawson Handbook.
The District’s dress code
is established to teach
grooming and hygiene,
prevent disruption, and
minimize safety hazards.
Students and parents may
determine a student’s
personal
dress
and
grooming
standards,
provided that they comply
with the following:

pants must also be free of
holes, chains, D rings, and
extra metal of any kind.
Natural hair colors will
be permitted for male and
female students. Natural
hair color is defined as “a
hair color one may be born
with.”
Girls
If you look like this in anyway
shape or form GO HOME &
CHANGE

General

 Clothing should be free of slogans

 Appropriate skirt length

is determined by the ability
to maintain coverage during
sitting
and
standing
activities (at the most 1 inch
above the knee cap).

 Blouses and shirts should be thick
which advertise beer, alcohol, drugs,
enough to cover underclothing. In
tobacco, disrespect to school or
grades 3-6, blouses and shirts must
country, profanity/abusive language,
have sleeves.
suggestive pictures and language and

Shirts and blouses are to be cut high
etc.
enough in front and back to maintain
 Shoes with rollers or cleat shoes
modesty.
cause damage to floors and are limited
Hair must be kept clean, well groomed in
to athletic fields.
an acceptable style and out of the eyes
 Athletic, biking, mesh-type, spandex,
at all times (i.e., above the eyebrows).
and P.E. type shorts are to be worn only
Boys
in P.E. or athletics. Walking type shorts
1. In grades 3-6, shirts must have
that are at the most one
sleeves.
inch above the knee cap
2.
Hair must be kept clean, well
are allowed. Wind pants
groomed in an acceptable style and
are allowed; cotton/jersey
out of the eyes at all times (i.e.,
type sweat pants are not.
above the eyebrows). Hair length
 Pants must be secured
for males will not exceed the top of
at the waist at all times.
a standard dress shirt collar or
The waist will be defined
cover
the
earlobe.
Mohawk
as “the top of the
hairstyles
and
etc
are
not
hipbone.”
Acceptable
permitted.
pants fit properly, and are
a maximum of one inch
larger than the waist. All
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Afternoon Pick-Up
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before
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NO parents will be allowed

you

in the cafeteria in the afternoons

street.

during dismissal time.

car is parked

If you are picking your child up on
the high school side of the campus
please make sure you are there
promptly at 3:20 p.m. so you may

If a

whre you are crossing, make sure

Jennifer
Elkins
is
there is no driver in the car. Then kindergarten teacher.
go to the edge of the car and look
leftright-left

until

no

cars

new

Hello Dawson Bulldogs! My name

Keep looking for cars is Jennifer Elkins and I’m happy to be
while you are crossing.
and meet your child. If a sibling is
the new Kindergarten teacher at
meeting and picking up your child at B. Walk, don’t run. This give time for
Dawson Elementary. My educational
drivers to see you before you enter
high school please send a note.
career began in Corsicana ISD. I
the roadway.
If your child is walking here are
attended Navarro College where I was
some safety tips:
a third generation family student and
come into the high school lobby area

coming.

are

our

Dawson Has Some
New Faces

Walking Safety:
Practice and remind children to


Walk on the sidewalks. If there is
no sidewalk and you have to walk
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education.
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Cross only at corners or marked
crosswalks.
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University graduating with a degree in

in the road, face the traffic so that Ann Allen and I am the

far

Houston

Jennifer Elkins, Kindergarten

to
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welcome

I
the

opportunity
to
recently moved to Wortham, share in teaching, loving children, and
and we have 5 children. I the
experience
of
striving
for
look forward to being a part excellence at Dawson. It’s a great day
of the Dawson ISD team.
to be a Dawson Bulldog!

ACE Program Kicks off
WELCOME BACK!
Dawson ACE
Second
Year
program is excited to be back for the

2014-2015 school year.
We look
forward to providing students with
homework help, enrichment activities,
and tutorials; and provide fun,
engaging, and informational family
activities throughout the year.
Dawson ISD ACE program will begin
September 2, 2014. We will be offering
a morning session starting at 7:00,
Monday – Friday, and afternoon
session run Monday – Thursday, from
3:30 – 5:30. Transportation will be
available for all students who live within the district. Buses will leave the
school at 5:10.
Because each of our enrichment
programs is curriculum based, and we
will be working on projects to present
to parents in a showcase, it is vital that
the children enrolled attend.
Students will not be able to attend
until the registration form is complete.
If registration forms are not completed
by 8/27/2014, students will not be able
to participate on 9/2/2014, and will be
dismissed from school at regular time.
Dawson Elementary ACE participants
will be eligible for enrollment each sixweeks. Enrollment forms will be
handed out with student report cards.

However, there are times when a
First six weeks elementary
enrollment ends September 4, child’s choices bring about
consequences. Children who have
2014.

Students may not enter the
program mid-week.
To participate 9/2/14,
applications by 8/27/14
To participate 9/8/14,
applications by 9/4/14

2014-2015 Discipline
Plan for Reward Days

come to the office 4 or fewer times will
be able to participate in all events
unless one of the behaviors was
severe. Lack of work and bus write
ups do not count in this plan.
On the fifth visit to the office where
consequences are assigned, the child
will not be able to participate in
Carnival Day.

On the seventh trip to the office where
consequences are assigned, the child
will not be able to go on Swimfest or
Splash Day.
On the ninth trip to the office where
consequences are assigned, the child
will not participate on AR Activities.

On the eleventh visit to the office
where consequences were assigned,
the child will not participate in the
Field Day Activities planned for the last
Dawson Elementary has several days of school.
rewards planned for the end of the
school year. Some are based on On the thirteenth visit to the office
academics, some on AR reading, where consequences are assigned,
some on perfect attendance and etc. the child will not participate in Soar
In order for the children to attend the and/or nonacademic field trips.
different events, they need to be well ***ISS and DAEP are assigned only for
behaved and know how to follow severe misbehaviors such as fighting
instructions.
This is the same or multiple infractions. Due to this fact,
procedure we used last year with a an assignment to ISS will count as two
few minor changes. The guidelines visits to the office or an assignment to
will apply to behavior problems.
DAEP will automatically result in loss
It is our desire for all children to of Carnival Day. A second placement
participate in all our activities. in DAEP will result in the loss of ALL
extracurricular activities.
Our goal is to reward children for
their accomplishments, and we
want every child to have an
opportunity to participate by doing
the right thing every day.

